KENTUCKY BOURBON

KENTUCKY BOURBON

BUFFALO TRACE $9
The most award-winning distillery in the world.

NOAH’S MILL $12
Soft, well-balanced with notes of toffee caramel nose.

BUFFALO TRACE ‘EXPERIMENTAL #7 HEAVY CHAR’ $35
The barrels for this release got a full 3.5 minutes over open flame.

BASIL HAYDEN $12
Bridges the flavor of rye whiskies and small batch bourbons together.

BUFFALO TRACE ‘EXPERIMENTAL HOT BOX’ $35
Barrels were toasted in a 133 degree Fahrenheit "Hot Box" before being steamed.

KNOB CREEK $12
aged nine years to fully draw out the natural sugars.

CORNER CREEK $9
Smoothed to perfection with pure Kentucky limestone water.
Full-bodied, but without any harshness.

MAKERS MARK $12
No changes, no compromises, no comparison.

EARLY TIMES $9
We are the only company to own its own cooperage and make its own barrels.
ELIJAH CRAIG 12 YEAR $9
Elijah Craig 12-Year-Old is a true Small Batch premium Bourbon
ELIJAH CRAIG 20 YEAR $40
One barrel hand-selected by Master Distillers Parker and Craig Beam.
EVAN WILLIAMS ‘SINGLE BARREL’ $9
A long graceful finish full of honey, oak and, apple.
FOUR ROSES ‘SMALL BATCH’ $9
Four original and limited Bourbons have been expertly selected.
FOUR ROSES ‘SINGLE BARREL’ $12
Distinictive fruity aromas with delicate notes of honey and maple syrup.
JEREMIAH WEED $9
Mr. Jeremiah Weed, the original Southern Gentleman.
JOHNNY DRUM ‘PRIVATE STOCK’ $9
Flavors of vanilla, caramel, peach, banana, apple, and maple.
KENTUCKY VINTAGE $9
Nicely balanced by whiffs of campfire scents and soft fruit notes.
OLD BARDSTOWN $9
Its nose is sweet corn, syrupy cinnamon, and nougat, with tiny flecks of pepper.
PURE KENTUCKY XO $9
Deep amber, almost bronze in color with a rich c aramel flavor.
RED STATE & BLUE STATE $9
These bourbons are a perfect metaphor for American politics.
TOWN BRANCH $9
Oaky aromas lead into caramel, toffee, brown sugar, and hints of cherry.
BREAKING & ENTERING $10
80 barrels of 5-7 year old Kentucky Bourbon made.

BULLEIT $10
A bold and spicy character with a distinctively smooth, clean finish.
BULLEIT 10 YEAR $12
Aromas and hints of vanilla and dried fruit with a long smoky finish.
WILLETT FAMILY ‘POT STILL RESERVE’ $12
Flavors of maple and caramel, light spice, and a blast of buttered popcorn.
BOOKER’S $13
Booker’s is one of the only uncut, unfiltered, straight-from-the-barrel.
EARLY TIMES ‘354’ $13
Matured for four years in select oak barrels and bottled at 80 Proof.
OLD FORESTER 100 PROOF $13
Rich, mature bourbon with a higher concentration of flavors.
VAN WINKLE 10 YEAR 107 PROOF $14
This wonderful bourbon is bottled as close to barrel proof as possible.
BLANTON’S $14
Warehouse H were the best for aging.
WILD TURKEY ‘KENTUCKY SPIRIT’ $15
Unadulterated taste and smoothness is drawn only from a single barrel.
MICHTER’S ‘SOUR MASH’ $16
Notes of stone fruit with fresh roasted coffee and spice cake on the palate.
MICHTERS ‘US 1’ $16
A proprietary mashbill that features the highest quality American corn
MICHTERS 20 YEAR $100
Aged for 20 years in a hand-selected charred white oak barrel.
WOODFORD RESERVE $12
Woodford Reserve isn’t manufactured, it’s hand crafted in small batches.
WOODFORD ‘FOUR WOOD’ $16
Deep dark amber brown, almost the color of a dark maple syrup.
E.H. TAYLOR JR. $18
E.H. Taylor Single Barrel is aged exclusively in Warehouse C

RIDGEMONT RESERVE ‘1792’ $10
Ridgemont Reserve is handcrafted from the finest corn, rye and malted barley.

HIRSCH ‘SMALL BATCH’ $10
The Quintessential American Whiskey

ROWAN’S CREEK $10
Flavors of pear, lemon, honey, and flowers.

HIRSCH 20 YEAR $25
An old Whiskey with a wood compliment rather than a wood dominance.

WILD TURKEY 101 $10
Smooth and richly colored, a genuine super-premium bourbon

JEFFERSON RESERVE $16
rich bouquet, golden color and mellow flavor.

WILD TURKEY ‘RUSSELL’S RESERVE’ $11
Spicy with notes of chili peppers, tamarind, almonds and cumin.

JEFFERSON RESERVE ‘VERY SMALL BATCH’ $45
This bourbon is complex, elegant and sophisticated.

ANGEL‘S ENVY $12
Lovely just the way it is, but it’s begging for a cigar.

BAKERS $12
Baker’s Bourbon is seven-years-old and hand-bottled at 107 proof.

EAGLE RARE 10 YEAR $10
Rich with a good dose of rye spice.

CYRUS NOBLE $10
Rich and velvety with notes of caramel, toasted hazelnut and toffee.

1/2 OFF ALL BOURBON every THURSDAY!!

AMERICAN WHISKEY

RYE WHISKEY

ANGEL’S ENVY $16
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN $9
Smooth and balanced with bright notes of spicy rye, vanilla and mature fruit. The whiskey has been finished in Caribbean rum casks.
SAZARAC $15
Sazerac Rye Whiskey symbolizes the tradition and history of New Orleans.
RANSOM ‘WHIPPERSNAPPER’ $9
Made from barley that is malted and grown in the Willamette Valley.
PRICHARD’S $13
Aged in our small American oak barrels for the perfect balance of smoothness.
SMOOTH AMBLER ‘OLD SCOUT’ $9
BREAKOUT $14
6 and 7 year old barrels with a high rye content of 36%
8-Year-Old American Rye Whiskey.
RANSOM ‘HENRY DUYORES’ $10
Liberal amount of barley to give greater viscosity and weight to the palate.
CORSAIR ‘OLD PUNK’ $11
Pumpkin and Spice Flavored Whiskey.
CORSAIR ‘TRIPLE SMOKE’ $12
Triple Smoke has the sweetness and barrel notes of an American Whiskey
DANCING PINES ‘BLACK WALNUT’ $11
Double pot distilled and matured in small American white oak casks.
BERKSHIRE MOUNTAIN ‘CORN’ $12
Corn Whiskey that is aged over oak and cherry wood.
BRECKENRIDGE $12
We use Breckenridge snowmelt to creat this masterpiece.
BALCONES ‘BABY BLUE’ $13
Distilled from 100% Hopi blue corn in Waco, Texas.
PALM RIDGE ‘RESERVE MICRO BATCH’ $15
A micro-distillery located on a small cattle farm near Umatilla, Florida.
GREENBAR ‘SLOW HAND’ $10
Slow Hand is made from hops, malt and spelt and is intentionally white.
GREAT LAKES ‘KINNICKINNIC’ $11
Unfilter so we can ensure the very best flavor is making it into the bottle.
HUDSON ‘FOUR GRAIN’ $16
The distinct characteristics of corn, rye, wheat and malted barley.
HUDSON ‘BABY BOURBON’ $16
The first bourbon whiskey to be distilled in New York.
HUDSON ‘SINGLE MALT’ $16
Whole ground malted barley and nothing else.
HUDSON ‘WHITE CORN’ $16
Distilled the old fashioned way, one batch at a time from 100% New York corn.
CHARBAY ‘HOP WHISKEY’ $18
Made from Racer 5 IPA beer. Wonderful baking-spice and hops notes.
ST. GEORGE ‘SINGLE MALT’ $18
Heavily roasted barley, which imparts a nutella like aroma.
PENDERYN $24
Aged in ex-bourbon barrels and ex-Oloroso sherry casks.

HIGH WEST ‘DOUBLE RYE’ $12
High rye 2-year-old and the saddle smooth richness of a 16-year-old.
HIGH WEST ‘RENDEZVOUS‘ $14
Flavors of orange and caramel, plus a spicy tinge reminiscent of Red-Hot candies.
WILLETT SINGLE BARREL $15
Initially, sweet and creamy butterscotch flavors with notes of spicy citrus.
MASTERSON’S 10 YEAR $16
Layers of sweetness, toasted oak, cinnamon, nutmeg and a dusting of cocoa.
E H TAYLOR JR. $18
A spicy and full-bodied 100 proof Straight Rye Whiskey.
MICHTER’S 10 YEAR $25
Spicy full flavors, a cascade of walnut, mocha, honey, and wood toast.
RITTENHOUSE $9
Flavors of vanilla, caramel, and cherry.
BULLEIT $10
Bold and spicy character with a distinctively smooth, clean finish.
DICKEL $10
Aroma delivers a fresh, grainy scent with a pleasant note of fruit on the finish.
PENDLETON 1910 $11
Flavors of butterscotch, maple fudge, crème brulée and vanilla pudding.

BUFFALO TRACE ‘WHITE DOG RYE MASH’ $12
Sweet, spicy smooth start, mellow mouth feel to it.
JACK DANIEL'S ‘UNAGED RYE’ $12
A sweet and fruity smell, plenty of rye bite
TEMPLETON $15
It was said to be the mobster Al Capone's favourite drink. "The Good Stuff"

TENNESSE WHISKEY
DICKEL #12 $9
The delightful bouquet offers potent sweet oak and grain kernel.
DICKEL #8 $9
Aromas of light caramel and wood leading to a smoky finish.
DICKEL BARREL SELECT $12
Palate is full of Caramel, Fruit, Honey, Spice and Vanilla.
JACK DANIELS ‘GREEN LABEL’ $9
Lighter, less mature whiskey with a lighter color and character.
JACK DANIELS ‘TENNESSEE HONEY’ $10
A blend of Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey and a unique honey liqueur.
GENTLEMAN JACK $12
The only whiskey in the world to be charcoal mellowed twice.
JACK DANIELS ‘SINGLE BARREL’ $15
Taste and notes of toasted oak, vanilla and caramel.

MOONSHINE

RESERVOIR $25
Heavy corn mashbill that produces a sweet, smooth and bright profile.

TROY & SONS $9
The purest spirit to legally grace these ridges and valleys since the
time of the circuit riding preachers.

DEATH’S DOOR ‘WHITE WHISKEY’ $10
Washington Island Wheat to organic malted barley from Chilton, Wisconsin.

TROY AND SONS ‘OAK RESERVE’ $11
Oak Reserve is made with heirloom white corn and pure Appalachian spring water,
and the charred oak barrel lends a tawny gold color.

HIGH WEST ‘SILVER OAT’ $11
85% oats and 15% barley malt. A very unique and incredibly smooth whiskey.

CORSAIR ‘PUMPKIN SPICE’ $10
We load our pot still’s vapor basket with ginger, nutmeg, allspice, cinnamon and
pumpkin, then redistill the whiskey to infuse and marry all the flavors.

1/2 OFF ALL WHISKEY every THURSDAY!!

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH

ABERFELDY 12 YEAR $10
Heather honey with a fruity softness and notes of pineapple.

LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR $16
An intense peat smoke – sweet single malt.

ABERFELDY 21 YEAR $40
Full flavored with touches of Seville oranges.

TULLIBARDINE ‘OLD VINE’ $16
A chocolate nose and dried fruit carries through onto the palate.

ABERLOUR 12 YEAR $18
Rich notes of tangerine, apple, caramel, and nutty toffee.

EDRADOUR 10 YEAR $16
Smooth, creamy and, nutty with a honey finish.

ARDBEG 10 YEAR $18
It is the peatiest and smokiest of all Islay whiskies.

EDRADOUR ‘PORTWOOD’ $18
Unique qualities of wild berries, barley sugars and, cocoa.

AUCHENTOSHAN 12 YEAR $12
A Crème Brule smell with a burst of citrus and the signature nuttiness.

EDRADOUR 12 YEAR $20
Caledonia is not chill-filtered, nor are any coloring agents added.

AUCHENTOSHAN 3 WOOD $16
Lowland malt, triple-distilled, light, but with plenty of complexity.

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR $12
Distinctively fresh and fruity with a hint of pear.

GLENGOYNE 1996 $18
The amber hue is created by time and oak, nothing more.

GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR $20
Remarkably rich aroma with ripe orchard fruit and spiced apple.

CARDHU 12 YEAR $12
Nose is heavy with sweet apple blossom and leathery aromas.

GLENFIDDICH 21 YEAR ‘CARIBBEAN RUM FINISH’ $35
Intense and sweet with floral hints of banana, fig and, rich toffee.

SHEEP DIP 8 YEAR $13
8-year old malt whisky with smooth rich mature full-bodied malty flavor.

GLENMORANGIE ‘QUINTA RUBAN’ $15
Port wood finished producing a subtle grape like sweetness.

HIGHLAND PARK 12 YEAR $25
Rich full flavor and a gentle smoky finish.

GLENMORANGIE 10 YEAR $15
A burst of flowery fruitiness.

BALVENIE 12 YEAR $14
Rich and honeyed with a hint of sherry fruitiness.

GLENMORANGIE ‘LASANTA’ $15
Deliciously sweet sherry flavored with notes of butterscotch and walnut.

BALVENIE 14 YEAR ‘CARIBBEAN CASK’ $18
Notes of toffee and fruit that come from its innovative cask finish.

GLENMORANGIE ‘NECTAR D’OR’ $20
Made in hand selected wine barrels from Sauternes.

BALVENIE 17 YEAR ‘PEATED CASK’ $30
Aged exclusively in traditional American oak whisky casks.

GLENMORANGIE ‘ASTAR’ $20
Crème-Brule with a burst of mouth-watering pineapple and poached pears.

BALVENIE 21 YEAR ‘PORT WOOD’ $45
A marriage of rare Balvenie is transferred to port casks.

GLENMORANGIE ‘FINEALTA’ $20
Unusual for its light touch of peatiness.

DALMORE 12 YEAR $14
Complex, yet balanced, it is the epitome of the Dalmore house style.

GLENMORANGIE 18 YEAR $30
The taste is balanced between honey, malt and flowery scents.

DALMORE 15 YEAR $22
Amoroso, Apostoles and Matusalem Oloroso. Robust, yet elegant.

OBAN 14 YEAR $16
One of the smallest distilleries in Scotland.

DALMORE ‘CIGAR MALT’ $30
30 year old Oloroso sherry butts and Cabernet Sauvignon barriques.

OBAN 1996 $20
Finished in fortified wine casks for more depth and a kick of spice

MACALLAN 12 YEAR $14
Hints of sweet cream and vanilla due to aging in used sherry casks.

OBAN 18 YEAR $40
A beautiful combination of rich, nutty toffee balanced by polished oak.

MACALLAN 15 YEAR $18
Flavors of intense rich chocolate with hints of orange and raisins.

DALWHINNIE 15 YEAR $16
Flavors of leather, honey sweetness and vanilla.

MACALLAN 18 YEAR $35
Light Mahogany in color with flavors of dried fruits and ginger.

TALISKER 10 YEAR $15
Pungent aromas of peat build up to multi-layered sweet malt flavors.

GLENKINCHIE 12 YEAR $15
Notes of fresh flowers, lemon, barley, grass and smoke.

BOWMORE 15 YEAR $16
Sherry flavors prevail over peat with this one.

MCCLELLAND’S HIGHLANDS $9
Fresh pine forests - rounded, firm and fruity.

CLYNELISH 14 YEAR $16
Firm, light to medium body with a pleasant mouth feel.

TOMATIN 12 YEAR $10
Lightly peated, delicate flavor which charms connoisseurs.

CRAGGANMORE 12 YEAR $16
A long malt-driven finish with light smoke and hints of sweetness.

TOMATIN 18 YEAR $22
Layers of sweet dried fruit flavors.

GLEN GRANT 10 YEAR $14
Very reliable quality from a distillery founded in 1840.

TOMATIN 25 YEAR $45
Rich with citrus and soft fruit notes and a smooth, complex palate.

CAOL ILA 12 YEAR $14
A fresh and appetizing nose, with little or no trace of smoke.

BLENDED SCOTCH

IRISH WHISKEY

HIBIKI 12 YEAR $16
Whisky has been part-matured in plum liqueur casks.

TULLAMORE DEW $3 (Yes that is correct 3 dollars...)
Whiskey is meant for your stomach, not for our shelves.

SCORESBY $60
This delightful blend of selected rare, light-bodied whiskies.

REDBREAST $18
Triple distilled in oak casks for not less than twelve years.

ROSEBANK 21 YEAR $65
Floral notes of lavender, honeysuckle and rose petals, hints of fresh agave.
FAMOUS GROUSE $9
distinguished malts are included in the composition of the 10-year-old.
DIMPLE PINCH 15 YEAR $12
Over 300 years of distilling and blending experience.
WEMYSS ‘PEAT CHIMNEY’ $12
Notes of sweet smoke, iodine and peat.
WEMYSS ‘SMOOTH GENTLEMAN’ $12
Toasty scents of roasted cereal, oak-char and dried fruit.
WEMYSS ‘SPICE KING’ $12
Rich, full and spicy top notes.
DEWAR’S 12 YEAR $13
Returned to the vintage oak casks so it can mature a little more.
DEWAR’S 18 YEAR $19
Full, smooth and creamy blend.
DEWAR’S SIGNATURE $35
Full, smooth and creamy blend.
BUCHANAN’S ‘MASTER BLEND’ $13
Dry medium body and a lightly smoky peat, finish.
BUCHANAN’S 12 YEAR $15
Easily recognized by its smooth distinguished and developed flavor.
BUCHANAN’S 18 YEAR $20
Rich flavors that are followed by a full bodied palate and a rich smooth finish.
COMPASS BOX ‘ASYLA’ $15
A blend of soft, fruity malt whiskies on a bed of rich, sweet grain whiskies.

KILBEGGAN $9
Smooth, sweet and, malty Irish whiskey.
TYRCONNELL $11
Sweet, soft, and chewy Irish whiskey with extra malt.
BUSHMILLS $10
An approachable whiskey with a rich‚ warming taste of fresh fruit and vanilla.
BUSHMILLS 10 YEAR $12
light fruity aroma travels over the lip of your tumbler.
BUSHMILLS ‘BLACK BUSH’ $13
Mmatured for up to seven years in oloroso sherry casks and sweet bourbon barrels.
BUSHMILLS 16 YEAR $20
Matured for 16 years‚ one in a bourbon barrel and the other in sherry
FECKIN SPICED $9
The only Spiced Irish Whiskey available in the market today.
CLONTARF BLACK LABEL $9
Clontarf prides itself in its lands natural spring water.
KNAPPOGUE CASTLE 17 YEAR $25
Flavors of fruit, malt and, caramelized honey.

CANADIAN WHISKEY
CANADIAN CLUB ‘SHERRY CASK’ $9
Aged for eight years in white oak and then finished in Spanish sherry casks.
CANADIAN MIST ‘BLACK DIAMOND’ $9
An increased sherry flavor and a higher rye content.
REVEL STOKE SPICED $9
Distilled in Canada from a proprietary blend of fine corn, rye, and barley malt.
SPICE BOX $9
Vanilla and a bit more Vanilla with muted hints of dried apple and brown suga.

COMPASS BOX ‘OAK CROSS’ $16
Worked with a mill in France that makes some of the highest quality cooperage.

COLLINGWOOD $10
Supporting the notion that whiskey should be enjoyed, not endured.

COMPASS BOX ‘ORANGERIE’ $18
Hand-zested peel of Navalino oranges and Indonesia cassia bark.

TAP 357 MAPLE $10
Blended with pure Canadian maple syrup derived from maple trees tapped in spring.

COMPASS BOX ‘SPICE TREE’ $21
Aged in bespoke casks with new French oak heads of varying toast levels.
COMPASS BOX ‘HENDONISM’ $30
Made from a combination of eight to 15 casks of grain whisky.
COMPASS BOX ‘FLAMING HEART’ $33
It is a big, smoky malt whisky with rich, concentrated vanilla and spice.
JOHNNIE WALKER DOUBLE BLACK $12
Taking the intensity of Black to unexplored territory.
JOHNNIE WALKER GREEN $14
Flavors provide unparalleled depth, substance and intensity.
JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD $24
Blended to celebrate the first 100 years of the House of Walker in 1920.
JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE $40
Blue Label is the pinnacle whisky of the Striding Man Society.
OLD PARR 12 YEAR $10
Peaches and raspberry along with melted toffee and light honey.

Whenever someone asks me if I want
water with my Scotch, I say I'm
thirsty, not dirty.
Joe E. Lewis
I should never have switched
from Scotch to Martinis.
Humphrey Bogart

“When a good bottle of Scotch
cost more than a barrel of oil,
you're in trouble”

GIN

RUM

BERKSHIRE ‘GREYLOCK’ $9
A blend of 7 botanicals to bring you a London dry style gin of exceptional quality.

BANKS $9
Rum blend of, Trinidadian, Jamaican, Guyanese, Barbados Rum.

BERKSHIRE ‘ETHEREAL’ $9
Ethereal is a limited edition gin, its recipe and label color changing with each batch.

BERKSHIRE ‘RAGGED MOUNTAIN’ $9
The region’s the first legal distillery since prohibition.

BLUECOAT $9
Five times distilled in the birthplace of America - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

ENGLISH HARBOUR $9
Luscious flavors of smoke, brown sugar, coconut, tangerine, and chocolate.

FARMER’S GIN $9
Handcrafted in small batches from carefully selected botanicals.

FLOR DE CANA ‘EXTRA DRY WHITE’ $9
The only white rum on the market that is aged for 4 years.

GENEVIEVE $9
Genevieve is a re-creation of the earliest gins, which came to be known as “genever”.
JUNIPERO $9
Made by hand in the classic “distilled dry gin” tradition.
SPRING 44 $9
Initially floral, with notes of lemon zest giving away to jumpier spiciness.
SMOOTH AMBLER ‘GREENBRIER’ $9
Designed to have a rich and luxurious mouth-feel, without being overly “piney”
PLYMOUTH $10
Black Friars Distillery - the oldest working distillery in England.
RANSOM ‘OLD TOM’ $10
This Old Tom Gin is a historically accurate revival of the predominant Gin.
ST. GEORGE ‘RYE’ $10
Twice as much juniper in its recipe as either of the other two St. George gins.
ST. GEORGE ‘TERROIR’ $10
This is a unique and proudly Californian gin with a sense of place and poetry.
ST. GEORGE ‘BOTANIVORE’ $10
Distilled with 19 different botanicals.
BREUCKELEN GLORIOUS $11
Presence of juniper, lemon, rosemary, ginger, and grapefruit.
DISTILLERY No. 209 $12
Aromatic nose of predominately citrus and floral notes with a hint of spiciness.
NOLET $12
Created for a new generation of gin drinkers.
HENDRICKS $12
Hendrick’s distils in miniscule batches of 450 liters.

CANE & ABE ‘FRESHWATER’ $9
Distilled from domestically-grown cane sugar from Hawaii and Louisiana.
SMITH & CROSS $9
Notes of exotic fruits and spice, it delivers a tour de force of flavor.
DANCING PINES ‘CASK RUM’ $10
Perfect for sipping slow.
GREAT LAKES ‘ROARING DAN’S’ $10
Roaring Dan’s Rum is distilled from fermented grade “A” sugar cane molasses.
PINK PIGEON $10
Hints of orange citrus, and the floral petals of vanilla orchids.
PYRAT ‘XO RESERVE’ $10
Mellow blend of select Caribbean rums, aged up to 15 years.
YE OLD GROG $10
Characteristics of cinnamon, oak, sassafras, vanilla, caramel, and citrus.
DEPAZ ‘AMBER’ $11
Aromas of brown sugar, sweet spice, hibiscus, and a touch of honey.
RON ATLANTICO ‘PRIVATE CASK’ $11
It’s a bourbon-dark rum that’s blended from a selection of small batch aged rums.
RON BOTRAN ‘1893 SOLERA’ $11
Distilled locally and taken to the mountains for aging in Solera barrels.
ST. BARTH ‘AGRICO’ $15
Limited to 23,000 bottles per year around the world.
PUSSER’S 15 YEAR $16
A brown full-bodied spirit is best enjoyed in a snifter.
ZAFRA ‘MASTER RESERVE’ $16
Aroma of toasted caramel, chocolate and butterscotch.
FLOR DE CANA 18 YEAR $18
Dark chocolate, caramel, roasted nuts, and brown spice flavors.

BOLS GENEVER ‘BARREL AGED’ $13
Whisky-like made of corn, wheat and rye, which the Dutch call malt wine.

RON ZACAPA 23 YEAR $13
Wonderfully intricate with butterscotch, spiced oak and raisined fruit.

DEATH’S DOOR $10
A mix of organic juniper berries, coriander and fennel.

RON ZACAPA ‘XO’ $25
Combination of sweetness, spice, fruit and spirit.

COMB 9 $10
Comb 9 Gin is created with the essence of the honey spirit.

PAPA'S PILAR ‘DARK’ $11
flavors of creamy caramel, vanilla, buttery pastry, and milk chocolate.

DAMRAK $9
Citrus, honeysuckle, and 15 other botanicals.

ROARING DAN'S MAPLE RUM $10
Buttery sweetness on palette entry followed by a dry finish.

The proper union of gin and vermouth is a great and
sudden glory; it is one of the happiest marriages on
earth, and one of the shortest lived.
Bernard DeVoto
Of all the gin joints in all the towns in

all the world, she walks into mine.
JuliusJ Epstein

“The first time I played the Masters, I was so nervous
I drank a bottle of rum before I teed off. I shot the
happiest 83 of my life.”
Chi Chi Rodriguez quotes
“RUM, n. Generically, fiery liquors that
produce madness in total abstainers.”
Ambrose Bierce quotes

BLANCO TEQUILA

ANEJO TEQUILA

CHINACO $12
A lovely bouquet of pear, quince, dill and lime, tinged with aloe.

HERRADURA $14
Deep amber color and complex taste of cooked agave and dried fruit.

MILAGRO $9
Crisp,fresh,agave-forward,vegetal citrus notes.

KAH $16
Aromas of coffee, chocolate and tobacco.

CHARBAY $14
The flavor is sweet and smooth, with light citrus notes.
CORAZON $9
Sweet cooked agave with fruity and floral notes. Long and elegant creamy texture.
EL TESORO $12
Bottled within 24 hours of distillation to capture the freshest Agave flavors.
HERRADURA $9
Aged for 45 days to add a hint of color and oak to its tangy citrus character.
KAH $12
Sweet notes of the cooked agave, followed by a spicy white peppery punch.
TAPATIO $9
Spicy, with a delicious 100% agave grilled-pepper flavor.
TEQUILA OCHO $10
Harvested from the 'Los Corrales' estate at over 6,000 feet

REPOSADO TEQUILA
HERRADURA $12
Our reposado is “Rested” or aged for 11 months (9 more than category standards).
HERRADURA ‘PORT CASK’ $22
Oak aged agave complemented by hints of rich port, plum, and pepper.
TEQUILA OCHO $14
Tomas Estes (the man credited with bringing the first bottle of Tequila to Europe).
ASOMBROSO LA ROSA $16
Aged for 3 months in French Oak barrels used once for vintage Bordeaux wine.
CHINACO $15
One of the rare tequilas to be aged for eleven months in white oak barrels
CORAZON $10
Vanilla and cinnamon flavors that finishes with persistent nutty flavors.
DON JULIO $15
Cinnamon, honey and herbaceous flavors balanced by a lightly smoky taste
EL TESORO $13
Mellow and rich, with subtle wood tones and a hint of sweetness.
KAH $15
The highest proof tequila available
LAPIS $15
Rich, buttery and full of prominent agave character.
MILAGRO $11
Triple-distilled in small batches from 100% estate-grown blue agave.
PARTIDA $14
Free of the overbearing smoky flavor common to most Reposados.

MILAGRO $12
Made from 100% estate grown blue agave harvested from the highlands of Jalisco.
PARTIDA $15
Partida Añejo, aged in American oak one-pass Jack Daniels barrels
TAPATIO $13
This anejo is aged for around 18 months in ex-bourbon casks.
TEQUILA OCHO $14
TEach bottle is vintaged, with the year and location of the agave plant.
TRES GEN $12
Three years aging in once used bourbon barrels.
CASA NOBLE 2 YEAR $18
Casa Noble Anejo takes over fourteen years to produce.
CHINACO $16
30 months in bourbon casks, ensuring its consistent smoothness and character.
CORAZON $11
The Añejo is allowed to mature fully by spending 2 years in the barrels.
DON JULIO ‘70TH ANNIVERSARY’ $18
The smoothness of a Blanco and the complexity of an Añejo.
DON JULIO $16
Barrel aged in smaller batches for eighteen months in white-oak barrels.
EL TESORO $15
El Tesoro Anejo is an estate grown, highland tequila.
MAESTRO DOBEL $12
This tequila is sourced from single estates and is distilled from 100% blue agave.

MEZCAL
DEL MAGUEY ‘VIDA’ $10
Twice distilled, very slowly in small wood-fired, riverside copper stills.
DEL MAGUEY ‘CREMA DE MEZCAL’ $11
Crema de Mezcal is a combination unfermented syrup of the roasted agave.
DEL MAGUEY ‘CHICHICAPA’ $18
Deep and sweet on the tongue with lots of citrus.
DEL MAGUEY ‘MINERO’ $18
Using natural processes over four hundred years old.
DEL MAGUEY ‘SAN LUIS RIO’ $18
San Luis Del Rio has a spicy, fruity and smoky nose with a high note of citrus.
DEL MAGUEY ‘SANT DOM ALBARRADAS’ $18
Lots of citrus overtones and a bit of roasted pear too.
DEL MAGUEY ‘TOBALA’ $30
Our Tobala has a sweet, fruity nose, with a mango and cinnamon.
DEL MAGUEY ‘PECHUGA’ $50
Pechuga has a nose of basil, lemon, ocean, and fruit.
ALIPUS ‘SAN ANDRES’ $12
Fermented in cypress vats & distilled by Don Valente Angel.

TAPATIO $11
Rested for four months in ex-bourbon casks.

ALLIPIUS ‘SAN BALTAZAR GUELAVILA’ $12
Very round mouth feel with notes of sugar cane and lots of smoke.

EXTRA ANEJO TEQUILA

LOS NAHUALES BLANCO $14
Distilled from the Agave Espadin and bottled right after it’s made (not aged).

JOSE CUERVO ‘RESERVA FAMILIA’ $40
Reserva de la Familia is the Jose Cuervo family’s finest Tequila.
DON JULIO ‘1942’ $30
Aged for a minimum of two and a half years in American white-oak barrels.
EL TESORO ‘PARADISO’ $35
Full and balanced flavor is known as one of the world’s best sipping tequilas.
HERRADURA ‘SUPREME SELECTION’ $75
flavors of rose petal, vanilla and citrus with aromas of sweet cocoa-like finish.
KAH EXTRA ANEJO $60
Premium KAH Extra Anejo is aged for 4.5 years in American oak barrels.
PORFIDIO $25
Aged exclusively in virgin white oak barrels.

LOS NAHUALES REPOSADO $18
Richer and more complex than most Mexican spirits.
LOS NAHUALES ANEJO $25
A powerhouse along the lines of a single-malt Scotch whisky.
MEZCALERO ‘BATCH #5’ $20
This release is intense and wild, with smokey mineral and grassy aromas.
MEZCALERO ‘BATCH #6’ $20
Fewer than 900 bottles produced.
ILLEGAL JOVEN $18
Wild Espadin Agave and slowly roasted over a specially-crafted rock pit.
ILLEGAL REPOSADO $25
John Rexer, had to smuggle the spirit from the village stills in Mexico.
ILLEGAL ANEJO $35
A fine sipping liquor, like fine whiskeys and bourbons.

